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(54) Method for managing and maintaining license plate recognition systems in toll areas

(57) Comprises calculating, for each exit station of
said toll, a quality level of several image acquisition de-
vices included in a license plate recognition system which
covers all the entry stations which can be the origin of
said exit station, i.e., it comprises the possible stretch or
stretches of traveled course preceding the exit station in

question, by means of performing the following steps:
- acquiring values of certain operating parameters of the
cameras of each of said origin entry stations; and
- applying in each exit station, on said acquired values
of the origin entry stations, a function including said op-
erating parameters to obtain a quality level parameter,
or NC parameter, for each exit station.
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Description

Field of the Art

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for
the management of license plate recognition systems in
toll facilities, in which a supervision task is performed
which includes matching up the image of a vehicle in an
entry toll station with that of the same vehicle in an exit
station, using in each entry and exit station an image
acquisition system integrating at least one camera, as-
sociated lighting means and an electronic system or
equipment suitable for performing optical character rec-
ognition on the acquired images.
[0002] The invention contributes in said field (license
plate recognition systems) a method which provides at
all times quantifiable information concerning the quality
level of said cameras and the status of the communica-
tions of said cameras with the electronic system to vali-
date the mentioned data matching and contribute to an
increased reliability of the system.

Prior State of the Art

[0003] Patent US 4 774 571 describes a computerized
ticket dispensing system in which each toll station in-
cludes a camera for reading the license plate of a vehicle
at its entry in or exit from the station, in order to determine
in an individualized manner the moment of entry and the
moment of exit of each vehicle, an information processing
system further having been provided which includes con-
sultable databases associated with each entry and with
each exit, intended for verifying the incidents of the toll.
The time of entry and exit of the vehicles is determined
by means of the mentioned cameras.
[0004] In turn, application EP 1 914 686 describes a
vehicle license plates registration system and a method
for the management of the obtained information, com-
prising means like those in the aforementioned US patent
and also a processing unit intended to subsequently
match the license plate data of each vehicle at its entry
and exit from the toll road for the purpose of verifying
traffic conditions.
[0005] Application US 2004/165750 also describes de-
tails concerning a system like those described above.
[0006] However there is no reference or suggestion of
any sort in the background documents which considers
a control of the efficacy or efficiency and/or availability
of the means used (mainly cameras) to acquire and trans-
mit the information to the evaluation and/or control cent-
ers, such that the transmitted information can include in-
accuracies or errors which will significantly affect the
quality of the evaluation.

Description of the Invention

[0007] For this reason it is necessary to provide an
alternative to the state of the art which covers the voids

existing therein in relation to the lack of methods or sys-
tems for evaluating operating conditions, and particularly
the reliability and efficiency of the means involved in the
detection (cameras, lighting devices, etc.), analysis and
transmission of vehicle recognition data, contemplating
a network of toll roads or highways.
[0008] For this purpose, the present invention relates
to a method for the management of license plate recog-
nition systems in toll areas, each of said systems being
of the type comprising for each entry station one or more
image acquisition devices, each of which integrates a
camera with lighting means associated therewith con-
nected with an electronic system suitable for performing
an optical character recognition, or OCR, on the images
acquired by said or said cameras by means of a set of
suitable programs.
[0009] The method of the present invention proposes
calculating at any time for each exit station the quality
level of the cameras included in at least one license plate
recognition system, or LPRS system, which covers all
the entry stations which can be the origin of said exit
station, i.e., comprising the possible stretch or stretches
of traveled course preceding the exit station in question,
by means of performing the following steps:

- acquiring values of certain operating parameters of
the cameras and generally of the image acquisition
devices of each of said origin entry stations;

- applying in each exit station, on said acquired values
of the origin entry stations, at least one function (in-
tegration or summation) including said operating pa-
rameters of all the entry stations involved, to obtain
a quality level parameter, or NC parameter, for each
exit station.

[0010] Thus, the proposed NC parameter numerically
condenses the status of the entire license plate recogni-
tion system, seen from a chosen determined exit station,
such that by consulting it, it is possible to get an idea of
the veracity of the data returned for each exit lane ana-
lyzed, and acting accordingly (for example repairing the
cameras, lighting system or signal transmission means)
if said data show that the cameras included in the license
plate recognition system associated with said exit lane,
i.e., it covers all the entry stations which can be the origin
of the exit station of said exit lane, do not have a sufficient
quality level to consider the data inferred from the images
acquired thereby as valid.
[0011] Concerning the mentioned operating parame-
ters for each camera or group of cameras, they relate to:

- communication status, for the purpose of detecting
the cameras without a response or with an unsuitable
signal or image; and/or

- license plate recognition rate or reliability of the OCR
detection, for the purpose of indicating the cameras
the values of which are under a determined minimum
cutoff value, which is configurable.
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[0012] The proposed method is applied to a closed toll
area including at least one exit lane and several entry
lanes, with their respective toll stations and each of said
entry lanes provided with license plate recognition serv-
ers (data processing equipment) and at least one
traveled course server which receives the information of
said license plate recognition servers.
[0013] According to the method proposed by the in-
vention, each license plate recognition server will be in
charge of maintaining these values and of reporting to
the traveled course server periodically. The management
of the NC parameter is thus simplified in the traveled
course server because it only has to take into account
the values supplied by the recognition servers (one value
for each of them, or in any case for each station).
[0014] To that end, the method comprises performing,
by means of each license plate recognition server asso-
ciated with or located in each entry station, and every
certain time period, said acquisition of values of said op-
erating parameters for the cameras managed by the
same, and each of said license plate recognition servers
applying on the acquired values a first function to obtain
a respective quality level parameter ncserver.
[0015] For one embodiment, the method comprises
each license plate recognition server acquiring said op-
erating values asynchronously and periodically integrat-
ing them with previously known or acquired values,
weighting the values with the time for which they are valid
to obtain said ncserver.
[0016] In other words, in a first step, each license plate
recognition server monitors the status of the cameras it
controls in the respective entry lanes (covering at least
communication status, recognition rate or reliability of the
detection), and periodically, for a period T, said server
integrates the information of the status it is aware of by
means of applying said first function, and which it has
received asynchronously, weighting it with the time for
which each controlled status has been valid, status being
understood as being that associated with the correspond-
ing value for each of the operating parameters in relation
to predetermined cutoff values which have been config-
ured.
[0017] The value of said ncserver is representative of a
mean of the cameras which work correctly with respect
to the total entry cameras controlled by each license plate
recognition server, weighted by the time that each of said
acquired operating parameter values is maintained. This
value will be a number between 0 and 1
[0018] The method comprises sending the ncserver val-
ue included in each period T from each license plate rec-
ognition server to said traveled course server, for exam-
ple by means of a remote procedure call, or RPC, mes-
sage every time the end of a period T is reached.
[0019] The method also comprises, every time there
is a change in the operating parameters or conditions of
the cameras, communicating to each license plate rec-
ognition server the new values of the operating param-
eters that have changed, provided certain predetermined

conditions are met, which for one embodiment are the
following:

- the reported value has changed by more than a pre-
determined percentage with respect to that previous-
ly sent to the license plate recognition server; and

- a predetermined time has lapsed since sending the
last value of each operating parameter.

[0020] A certain hysteresis is thus applied to the proc-
ess of communicating the operating parameter status or
values of the cameras, thus assuring that the ncserver
value will not constantly change due to isolated incidents
with a single vehicle.
[0021] For one embodiment, the method comprises
sending said ncserver values and said operating param-
eter values asynchronously by means of different remote
procedure call, or RPC (TCP/IP communication proto-
col), messages.
[0022] Once the different ncserver values have reached
the traveled course server, for example by means of the
aforementioned RPC messages, the method comprises
said traveled course server calculating a series of values
(n) of a final quality level parameter for each entry station
and for each exit station (taking into account the associ-
ated origin entry stations), or nceisj values (i = number of
entry stations and j = number of the exit station) from the
received ncserver values, for a total time window in turn
made up of several periods T.
[0023] According to an embodiment, the method com-
prises calculating said nceisj by applying a correction to
said received ncserver values by means of several sets
of coefficients which link each of the exit and entry sta-
tions. There will thus be in a database a set of curves
(represented by a series of static and configurable coef-
ficients) for each of the exit stations corresponding to all
the entry stations.
[0024] The physical meaning of these coefficients is
the distance ratio existing between an exit station and all
the origin entry stations, as well as the time it takes for a
journey between each pair of stations, previously evalu-
ating it by taking into consideration, for example, the
mean speeds of the different vehicles depending on their
category. The magnitude of distance/time is thus trans-
ferred to the probability that the origin of exit traffic is a
determined entry station given a time interval, depending
on the time it can take from each of the possible origins
and on the existing distance to each of them. The infor-
mation of the traffic density of a roadway is also reflected
by means of these weighting coefficients.
[0025] Once the values corresponding to all the nceisj
are available, the method comprises said traveled course
server calculating a total quality level parameter value
NCTOTALj for each of j exit lanes, or for each group of exit
lanes, from said nceisj values, by means of the following
formula: 
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where ei refers to the entry station, ej to the exit station,
and (ki . k’i) are indicative of different weights assigned
to each of the recognition servers, each assigned weight
being made up of the product of the following two factors:

• k is a configurable factor or coefficient which is given
by parameters of the corresponding station selected
from the group comprising the following parameters:
daily mean intensity (DMI), number of lanes, and the
proximity to a large town or city, or a combination
thereof.

• k’ is a configurable factor or coefficient which is given
by the calculated probability of the origin from one
of the determined exit stations j.

[0026] Preferably, the method comprises including in
said formula all the nceisj values with the exception of
those corresponding to i=j, i.e., with the exception of
those belonging to the same station in which the exit lane
j is located so that the NCTOTAL value is being given,
and/or, depending on the embodiment, also with the ex-
ception of those associated with an entry station ei in-
compatible with the exit lane j.
[0027] The method comprises updating as frequently
as possible, preferably at all times, this NCTOTAL value
for each of the exit stations. As has been described, this
parameter is calculated depending on a series of factors
affecting the reliability of the data provided.
[0028] This quality level NCTOTAL is communicated to
the lanes and to an operating center or Central Level as
part of the information returned to a petition relating to
exit traffic.
[0029] For one embodiment, every time it is necessary
to return a NCTOTAL value, the last stored value corre-
sponding to the group of exit lanes in which the lane in
question is located is accessed.
[0030] As with the entry lanes, the exit lanes can be
clustered by servers and/or stations (or substations). For
the stations in which there are two license plate recog-
nition servers installed, this clustering of lanes is inde-
pendent of the machine which provides support for the
OCR process for the images provided by the correspond-
ing cameras (the link between camera and OCR is given
by the address of the SFTP server which is configured
in each camera).
[0031] To automatically maintain the configuration of
the substations, the invention proposes using a currently
unused field of a general configuration file (CONF file) of
the toll road or highway operating companies. This file,
which is received in the traveled course server, is struc-
tured as follows:

• Header
• Operating company data
• Station data
• Lane data

[0032] In the event that there is any problem with this
mechanism, manual configuration is possible. The new
lanes would always be assigned by default, and as long
as they are not assigned to a substation or station, to the
first existing substation or station.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0033] The foregoing and other advantages and fea-
tures will be fully understood from the following detailed
description of several embodiments with reference to the
drawings, which must be considered as being illustrative
and non-limiting, in which:

Figure 1 schematically shows, by means of a series
of time slots, different values which the parameter
nci, associated with the operating parameters of the
cameras, takes during a period T for a license plate
recognition server;
Figure 2 graphically depicts the calculation of n nceisj
values for a period of 32T;
Figure 3 is a schematic diagram depicting the differ-
ent steps of the method proposed by the present
invention for one embodiment; and
Figure 4 shows the application of the proposed meth-
od, carried out in a function which shifts in time for
an example of four entry stations.

Detailed Description of Several Embodiments

[0034] First in reference to Figure 1, it shows n series
of time slots within a period T, each of which includes a
respective quality parameter or nci value (specifically
five: nc0 to ncN-1), which is representative of the different
operating parameters of the cameras associated with a
license plate recognition server.
[0035] Said parameter nci has been calculated by
means of the following mathematical expression: 

where camcom_ok refers to the cameras with a correct
communication status and camrel_ok refers to the cam-
eras with an OCR detection reliability value above a con-
figurable, predetermined cutoff threshold or value.
[0036] Each change in the nci value, i.e. each separa-
tion between contiguous time slots, is due to a change
in some of the operating parameters of one of the cam-
eras, or a status change.
[0037] The previously described calculation of ncserver
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for a period T from the mean of the cameras which work
correctly weighted by the time that each of said nci values
is maintained is expressed in Figure 1 by the following
mathematical expression: 

which will result in a number between 0 and 1.
[0038] According to the method proposed by the in-
vention, the initial status starts from ncserver = 100 (max-
imum quality), and every time the period T is met and is
reported to a higher level, i.e. to the traveled course serv-
er, it continues with the last known value.
[0039] With respect to the calculation of the different
nceisj values performed in the traveled course server, Fig-
ure 2 graphically illustrates said calculation, showing the
aforementioned total time window used in said calcula-
tion, which has a depth configurable in periods T, and
which in this case specifically includes thirty-two periods
T.
[0040] Though the T value will be configurable, the in-
vention proposes starting from a value of fifteen minutes,
so the total window of Figure 2, i.e., tTOTAL, corresponds
to eight hours.
[0041] For each entry station i associated with an exit
station j, the thirty-two ncserver values, indicated as
ncserverT0 to ncserverTN-2, each of which corresponds to
a period T, are shown. The application of thirty-two cor-
rection coefficients which link each of the exit and entry
stations, to obtain the thirty-two corresponding nceisj pa-
rameter values for the total window, is sought to be graph-
ically depicted by means of the triangle illustrated on the
ncserverTN-2 parameters.
[0042] Said Figure 2 shows the last period differently
from the others, particularly transversely traversed by a
vertical band because this period is subjected to a special
treatment. In the event of a notification of a change of
the ncserverN-1 parameter before the period ends being
received during said period, said special treatment par-
ticularly consists of the latter being treated as if it were a
complete period.
[0043] Finally, Figure 3 shows the different steps of
the method proposed by the present invention for one
embodiment.
[0044] The first two steps shown in said Figure 3 are
carried out in the license plate recognition servers asso-
ciated with each entry station, the first step consisting of
calculating the different ncservers (indicated as (ncserver)
Ti), and the second step consisting of communicating by
means of RPC messages said values after each period
T (the integral indicates the clustering or summation of
the different ncservers). The next three steps are carried
out in the traveled course server, and consist of calcu-

lating the nceisj values, the NCTOTAL values and finally
including them in an informative file "infoNC".
[0045] Figure 4 shows the explained representative
function of the quality level, from a first exit station of a
toll road, in successive entry stations. It can be seen that
said function shifts along the mentioned temporal window
fractioned into 32 periods, being calculated at all times
in correspondence with said entry stations.
[0046] A person skilled in the art will be able to intro-
duce changes and modifications in the described em-
bodiments without departing from the scope of the inven-
tion as it is defined in the attached claims.

Claims

1. A method for the management and maintenance of
license plate recognition systems in toll areas, each
of said systems being of the type comprising at least
one image acquisition device integrating a camera
with lighting means connected with an electronic sys-
tem suitable for performing an optical character rec-
ognition, or OCR, on the images acquired by said at
least one camera, and signal transmission means of
said cameras, the method being characterized in
that for each exit station, a quality level of said image
acquisition devices included in at least one license
plate recognition system is calculated, said calcula-
tion covering all the entry stations which can be the
origin of said exit station, or traveled course stretch
preceding same, by means of performing the follow-
ing steps:

- acquiring values of certain operating parame-
ters of the cameras of each of said origin entry
stations;
- applying in each exit station, on said acquired
values of the origin entry stations, at least one
function including said operating parameters to
obtain a quality level parameter, or NC param-
eter, for each exit station; and
- acting on the cameras, lighting means or signal
transmission means of any one of the entry sta-
tions which can be the origin of said exit station,
depending on the mentioned quality level NC
parameter, to repair one or more elements of
said stations to make the quality level parameter
allow considering the data inferred from the ac-
quired images as valid.

2. The method according to claim 1, characterized in
that said operating parameters are, for each camera
or group of cameras of an entry station, values re-
lating to:

- camera communication status, including im-
age provided and signal quality;
- license plate recognition rate or reliability of the

7 8 
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OCR detection.

3. The method according to claim 2, characterized in
that it is applied to a closed toll area which includes
at least one exit lane and several entry lanes, with
their respective toll stations and license plate recog-
nition servers associated with each entry station, and
at least one traveled course server which receives
the information from said recognition servers.

4. The method according to claim 3, characterized in
that it comprises performing, by means of each li-
cense plate recognition server of each entry station,
and every certain time period, said acquisition of val-
ues of said operating parameters for the cameras
managed by the same, and each of said license plate
recognition servers applying on the acquired values
a first function to obtain a respective quality level
parameter ncserver.

5. The method according to claim 4, characterized in
that it comprises acquiring, by means of each license
plate recognition server, said values asynchronously
and periodically integrating them with previously
known or acquired values, weighting the values with
the time for which they are valid to obtain said
ncserver.

6. The method according to claim 5, characterized in
that the value of said ncserver is representative of a
mean of the cameras which work correctly with re-
spect to the total entry cameras controlled by each
license plate recognition server, weighted by the time
that each of said acquired values of the operating
parameters is maintained.

7. The method according to claim 5, characterized in
that it comprises sending said ncserver values from
each license plate recognition server to said traveled
course server periodically.

8. The method according to claim 7, characterized in
that it comprises, every time there is a change in the
operating parameters or conditions of the cameras,
communicating to each license plate recognition
server the new values of the operating parameters
that have changed, provided certain predetermined
conditions are met.

9. The method according to claim 8, characterized in
that said predetermined conditions are the following:

- the reported value has changed by more than
a predetermined percentage with respect to that
previously sent to the license plate recognition
server; and
- a predetermined time has lapsed since sending
the last value of each operating parameter.

10. The method according to any one of claims 6 to 9,
characterized in that it comprises sending said
ncserver values and operating parameter values by
means of messages.

11. The method according to any one of claims 6 to 10,
characterized in that it comprises said traveled
course server calculating a series of values (n) of a
final quality level parameter for each entry station i
and each exit station j, or nceisj values, from the re-
ceived ncserver values, for a configurable, previously
established total time window.

12. The method according to claim 11, characterized
in that it comprises calculating said nceisj by applying
a correction to the received ncserver values by means
of coefficients which link each of the exit and entry
stations.

13. The method according to claim 12, characterized
in that said coefficients refer to the distance ratio
existing between an exit station and all the origin
entry stations thereof, as well as to the mean time it
takes for a journey between each pair of stations.

14. The method according to claim 13, characterized
in that it comprises said traveled course server
calculating a total quality level parameter value
NCTOTALj for each of the j exit lanes, or for each group
of exit lanes, from said nceisj values, by means of the
following formula: 

where ei refers to the entry station, ej to the exit sta-
tion, and (ki . k’i) refers to different weights assigned
to each of the recognition servers, each assigned
weight being made up of the product of two factors:

• k is a configurable factor or coefficient which
is given by parameters of the corresponding sta-
tion selected from the group comprising the fol-
lowing parameters: daily mean intensity (DMI),
number of lanes, and the proximity to a large
town or city, or a combination thereof.
• k’ is a configurable factor or coefficient which
is given by the calculated probability of the origin
given an exit station.

15. The method according to claim 14, characterized
in that it comprises including in said formula all the
nceisj values with the exception of those correspond-
ing to i=j and/or of those associated with an entry
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station ei incompatible with the exit lane j.
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